Guindon’s 747 Tops Mini List on Wednesday

Big Dave Guindon rolled a big score Wednesday to lead all bowlers in the Super Bowl Mini. Guindon, West Seneca, New York tossed games of 258, 289 and 200 in the final squad of the day for a great 747. Dennis Johnson, Wyoming, Michigan led the morning rounds with a 738.

The 40-49 division was led by Guillermo Alvarez from Tijuana, Mexico. Alvarez rolled a 740 in the noon squad.

Hiroshi Ohhashi, Tottori, Japan hails from Japan. Hiroshi Ohhashi, shot a 728 to lead all seniors for the day. Thomas Brown, Lexington, North Carolina led the afternoon session with a 670.

Another international player tops the 205 and under division. Wolfgang Wiederhut, Stuttgart, Germany shot 686 in the 10 am squad. James Williams, Las Vegas led the afternoon rounds with a 664.

Danny Inocencio, College Station, Texas led the afternoon rounds with a 734.

The senior division leader on Wednesday. Craig Auerbach, Sunrise, Florida rolled the fourth 300 of the tournament and the first in the main event in the 10 am squad Wednesday.
Ewald Earns $5000 For Awesome Dynorooz Mini Sweeper Victory


2005 Super Bowl Mini Eliminator
Wednesday Qualifiers

39 & Under
Guindon, Dave - W. Seneca, NY 747 4pm
Johnson, Dennis - Wyoming, MI 738 12pm
Young, Bryan - Everett, WA 732 4pm
Barr, Dustin - Albert Lea, MN 719 2pm
Hester, Chris - Louisville, KY 719 2pm
Cyr, Ray - New Hartford, NY 718 2pm

40-49
Alvarez, Guillermo - Mexico 740 12pm
Auerbach, Craig - Sunrise, FL 698 10am
Yamasaki, Gary - Portland, OR 691 4pm
Clapp, Jeff - Blaine, MN 680 12pm
Harrington, Craig - Herriman, UT 670 2pm
Pascua, Tony - Sacramento, CA 660 10am
Karch, Michael J. - Edgewood, WA 659 10am
Ray, Cornell - Calumet Park, IL 656 12pm
Banha, Michael - Emerson, NJ 645 2pm

Ewald Earns $5000 For Awesome Dynorooz Mini Sweeper Victory

2002 Mini Eliminator Champion David Ewald, Warren, Michigan averaged 250.37 for eight matches to claim the $5000 Super Mini Eliminator Dynorooz Matchplay Sweeper Wednesday evening. Ewald rolled Brunswick balls to win the event.

“I want to thank Dynorooz for their sponsorship and the Mini staff for a great event,” said Ewald.

The first of two Dynorooz Sweepers drew a full field of 256 players and paid out $53,100 in prize money. Sweeper #2 will roll Friday evening at 8 pm.

Dynorooz Matchplay Sweeper, February 9

ROUND 8 (Winner earns $5000, Loser earns $2500)
David Ewald, Warren, Mich. def. Mark Siders, Columbus, Ohio (225-206), 205 & Under

Wiederhut, Wolfgang - Stuttgart, Germany 686 10am
Williams, James A. - Las Vegas, NV 664 1pm
Adams, Brad - Las Vegas, NV 660 10am
Coleyman, Dub - Birmingham, AL 649 10am
Corona Flores, Benjiman - Tijuana 636 2pm
Loredo, Gerardo - San Mateo, Anteco, Mexico 633 10am
Watanabe, Sadahiko - Japan 622 10am

ROUND 4 (Losers eliminated, earn $800)

ROUND 5 (Losers eliminated, earn $1200)

ROUND 6 (Losers eliminated, earn $1600)

ROUND 7 (Losers eliminated, earn $2000)

2005 Super Bowl Mini Eliminator
Wednesday Qualifiers

39 & Under
Guindon, Dave - W. Seneca, NY 747 4pm
Johnson, Dennis - Wyoming, MI 738 12pm
Young, Bryan - Everett, WA 732 4pm
Barr, Dustin - Albert Lea, MN 719 2pm
Hester, Chris - Louisville, KY 719 2pm
Cyr, Ray - New Hartford, NY 718 2pm

40-49
Alvarez, Guillermo - Mexico 740 12pm
Auerbach, Craig - Sunrise, FL 698 10am
Yamasaki, Gary - Portland, OR 691 4pm
Clapp, Jeff - Blaine, MN 680 12pm
Harrington, Craig - Herriman, UT 670 2pm
Pascua, Tony - Sacramento, CA 660 10am
Karch, Michael J. - Edgewood, WA 659 10am
Ray, Cornell - Calumet Park, IL 656 12pm
Banha, Michael - Emerson, NJ 645 2pm

Senior
Ohhashi, Hiroshi - Japan 728 12pm
Emmett, Daniel - Las Vegas, NV 713 11am
Brown, Thomas - Lexington, NC 670 2pm
Stewart, Michael - Fernley, NV 649 4pm
Eastes, Mark - Grapevine, TX 621 10am

Wiederhut, Wolfgang - Stuttgart, Germany 686 10am
Williams, James A. - Las Vegas, NV 664 1pm
Adams, Brad - Las Vegas, NV 660 10am
Coleyman, Dub - Birmingham, AL 649 10am
Corona Flores, Benjiman - Tijuana 636 2pm
Loredo, Gerardo - San Mateo, Anteco, Mexico 633 10am
Watanabe, Sadahiko - Japan 622 10am

205 & Under

Wednesday Qualifiers

Further reading or additional cashers on website and bulletin board